INVITATION

Indigenous Knowledge, Inclusion & Sustainability

Project presentation and discussion forum targeting the nexus of localized approaches to knowledge production and preservation and diversified approaches to education in the context of sustainability.

This event is part of a transnational academic collaboration project funded by africauninet. TATKESHD (Transnational Action on Traditional Knowledge Ethos in Strategic Human Development) aims to explore the potential of traditional knowledge and ways to adapt it in accordance with inclusive efforts in educational contexts. For more information visit: https://tatkeshd.univie.ac.at/.

TUESDAY, September 13, 2022 (all times are CEST)

17:00 Digital Doors Open

17:15 Welcome & introduction of the project TATKESHD
Charles Kaggwa (Nkumba University) & Seyda Subasi Singh (University of Vienna)

17:45 Talking knowledge(s): Indigenous Knowledge, Traditions, Epistemic Challenges
Sabine Krause (University of Innsbruck)

18:15 Inclusion of Indigenous Knowledge and Local Knowledge in Climate Change Adaptation
Ayansina Ayanlade (University of Vienna)

18:45 Closing: Michelle Proyer (University of Vienna)

Please register here: https://uniwienna.zoom.us/j/66393680278?pwd=U2NyT0FRVlFTR1B6TlI0TlE1c3JfZz09

Any inquiries can be directed to Michelle Proyer @ michelle.proyer@univie.ac.at